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Prototype Assessment Tool for Step 1: Articulate the Models: Article the benefits of the model using a Pro-Pro Chart 

Concerns 
Areas that Need Work 

Criteria 
Standards for This Performance 

Advanced 
Evidence of Exceeding Standards 

 
Criteria #1: Empathy 

Benefits thoughtfully reflect the stakeholder’s point-of-view 
and what they might truly value. Benefits demonstrate that 

students are moving beyond the stereotype of the 
stakeholders and reflect an authentic understanding of the 

stakeholders. 

 

 

Criteria #2: Depth 
Benefits and mechanisms are used to convey a depth of 

understanding about the challenge, context, and 
stakeholders. Mechanisms are specific and reflect going 

beyond the obvious. 

 

 Criteria #3: Uniqueness 
Benefits and mechanisms are not repeated, using different 

language. Instead, benefits bring up a wide variety of 
considerations. 

 
Note: It is possible, and a reflection of deep thinking, to have 
the same benefit with multiple mechanisms or a mechanism 

creating several benefits. 
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Prototype Assessment Tool for Causal Model 

Concerns 
Areas that Need Work 

Criteria 
Standards for This Performance 

Advanced 
Evidence of Exceeding Standards 

 Criteria #1: Use of the Tool 
Includes all components of a causal model: 

� Uses cause-and-effect logic. 
� End-state is clear 

� Arrows to demonstrate causes-and-effect 
� Nodes are states or events 

 

 Criteria #2: Embracing Complexity 
Understanding of complexity of the topic is demonstrated. 

This can be shown through:  
� feedback loops,  

� a logical progression with cause-and-effects that don’t 
make too big a leap of logic,  

� information that is not immediate obvious. 
�   

 

 Criteria #3: Articulate Thinking 
Demonstrating an understanding of the topic or issue with 

the ability to communicate the model to others. 

 

 
Criteria 4: New Thinking 

Identifying a new insight and/or understanding. Ability to 
share it with others and how it has shaped your perspective 

and understanding. 
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Prototype Assessment Tool for Ladder of Inference 

Approaching Expectations 
Areas that Need Work 

Meeting Expectations 
Standards for This Performance 

Exceeding Expectations 
Evidence of Exceeding Standards 

 

Criteria #1: Use of Tool 
Ladder of Inference reflects an understanding of and the 

difference between data, selected data, interpretation and 
conclusion accurately. Consistency with whose thinking is 

being made explicit.  

 

 

Criteria #2: Connected Thinking 
Clear connections between the data selected, interpretation 

and conclusion. Thinking shows a sophistication and is 
absent of large leaps of logic. 

 

 

 
Criteria #3: Metacognition 

Ability to think about thinking. Articulate the underlying 
assumptions of the model, where it holds up, where it breaks 

down and what data was not selected and why. Share how 
making your thinking explicit has shaped your perspective 

and understanding.  
 

 

 

 

 

 


